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Open Access Peer-reviewed The Triple Code Model (TCM) of cognitive numbers argues for the existence of three codes representing numbers: Arabic digits, word verbal numbers, and similar nonsymbolic intensity representations, each subserved by functional neurostrate diphthutic. Despite the popularity of TCM, no research to date has
explored all three codes in an fMRI model. We manage three tasks, associated with each of the above codes, to explore the neural correlation of number processing in an adult sample (N=46). Independent task control contrast analyses show that the operation depends on the task in supporting part of the model, but also highlights the
inherent complexity of a distributed and overlapping fronto-parietal network involving all codes. The results indicated that TCM accurately predicted the existence of certain functional diist neurostrates, but required an account update for interactions with attentional processes. Contrast parameters corresponding to differences in task
difficulty show specific neural correlations of distance effects, in which tightly spaced numbers become harder to distinguish than numbers that are farther apart. A combined analysis illustrates overlapping neural correlations across all tasks, in line with recent proposals for a fronto-parietal number processing network. We also provide
expected results showing the involvement of a histology-sensitive retinotopic maps independent of the format in the original visual line, expanding previous findings on non-conversion stimulus selection. We discuss the functional role of components related to the model, as well as the fronto-parietal network purpose, and provide
arguments in favor of the revision of TCM. Cite: Skagenholt M, Träff U, Västfjäll D, Skagerlund K (2018) Test Model code three in digital perception: An fMRI study. PLoS ONE 13(6): e0199247. Linda Chao, University of California, San Francisco, USA Received: November 28, 2017; Acceptance: 04/06/2018; Published: June 28,
2018Copyright: © 2018 Skagenholt et al. This is an open access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Credit License, which allows unlimited use, distribution and copying in any medium, as long as the author and source are credited. Data availability: A minimum basic data set is available from the Open Science
Framework ( . Additional data, such as raw fMRI data, is available on request to the respective author. Funding: This study was supported in part by a grant from Linköping University (Dnr: LiU-2009-01356; awarded to U. T. and partly by a grant from the Marianne and Marcus Wallenberg Foundation (Dnr: 2014-0173; awarded to D. V.
Donors have no role in designing research, collecting and analyzing data, deciding to publish or prepare manuscripts. Competitive interests: The authors have stated that no competitive interests exist. Figures are common features of daily life, awareness and manipulation in activities such as commerce and shopping, living in economic
means, time timed, and successful communication of statistics, weights, and distances. Poor digital skills have been observed to negatively affect mental health and employment rates to a greater extent than poor literacy rates[1], and in addition to inscriting vast socio-economic costs associated with special resources for areas such as
education, employment, crime, and health care[ 2]. These concerns underscoring the importance of a basic knowledge of mathematics and a fundamental level of digital capacity for life in modern society. Although significant research efforts have been devoted to understanding digital perception, development factors and neural
mechanisms associated with both typical and atypical digital processing remain unresolved problems (e.g., [3]). The leading Triple Code (TCM) model of digital perception[4] argues for the existence of three codes that represent numbers, served by functionally distinct neurostrates: visual Arabic number forms (e.g., 3), frames from verbal
hearing (e.g., three), and similar non-conversion intensity representations (e.g. • • Despite the popularity of TCM[5], no studies with adult participants (but see[6] for a study of TCM in children 9-12 years old) so far investigated the neural cognitive basis of all three representations in a functional resonance image model (see[7] for a first
structural connection account of the model). Previous research primarily focused on analyzing up to two simultaneous codes[8], providing only a partly overview of the entire model. To bridge this important gap in digital cognitive materials, this study aims to provide experimental evidence examining the neurostrates of visual, verbal, and
nonsymbolic digital representations consistent with TCM. People and some non-human animals, such as monkeys, pigeons, rats,[10] and even intrabones lacking complex cortex structures (such as spiders and honeybees[10]) seem to be ende preference for their ability to share and be innately psychologically to feel and manipulate
similarly non-converted intensity performances. This approximate number system (ANS) is critical to the ability to estimate and represent the number, for example, the number of wildlife in a package bring the largest amount of fruit, inform hunting decisions and collect effectively. The accuracy of angology estimates, commonly known as
ANS acuity, has been shown to predict mathematical abilities during development and is hypothesized as the basis for the development of athology and mathematical capacity. During typical development, the ability to distinguish quantities became increasingly subtle due to mathematical education[14] and biological maturity. As young
children develop digital language skills and language-based symbolic number systems, there is reason to believe that verbal and visually aware Arabic digits are mapped into ANS[12], which supposedly acts as the primary synular representation of numbers. During the acquisition of this symbolic number, developing children often begin to
understand digital cardinality as a linear concept (i.e. a N+1 number has more accurate value than an N), transforming the concept of the number gap from a compression model and logs towards an equal understanding of the number gap[14] , 19]. Intraparietal Sulcus (IPS) has always been identified as the primary neural correlation of
ANS[20–22]. Research focusing on the neurostrates of digital processing has now formed a broad consensus for the hypothesis that neural populations in IPS support represent numbers, in the form of more-less similar intensity codes[15] or as a discrete representative of cardinal coding. IPS is thought to be the primary area for
processing digital information[5], acts as a syringe decoder of symbolic number inputs (e.g., Arabic digits, verbal numbers) from specific domain number systems[4] and works in number comparison operations[ 24]. This comparison must follow the so-called distance effect[25], where the discrimination of two numbers apart (e.g. 1 vs. 9)
has been shown to be easier than closely spaced numbers (e.g. 5 vs. 6). These findings show that numbers are expressed as a mental number line, in which numbers-like values account for the same position interval on continuous numbers; thus hindering the retrieving of appropriate representations for closely apart numbers[26, 27]. The
effect of symbolic development and mathematics education is particularly evident when young children are asked to place cardinal numbers along a horizontal line, where the distance between small numbers tends to increase greatly compared to the larger numbers that are compacted. This behavior differs significantly from the layering
strategies found in older children and adolescents who are supported by knowledge—always expressing more linear concepts of mental number lines. Several recent studies have begun to challenge the dominant assumption of independent digital representation in IPS. Bulthé, De Smedt, and Op de Beeck[28, 29] used multi-voxel model
analysis to demonstrate a lack of overlapping operating patterns for iconic and non-converting representation formats in this area. The authors found that Arabic digits and dots, consistent with cardinality, did not evoke unique patterns of activity compared to unprecedented cardinals, requiring a review of the principle of neural correlations
that depend entirely on the format of number processing. Such a recent alternative can be found in the processing of visual numbers, arguments that the processing of nonsymbolic intensity begins in the original visual line, in accordance with evidence of number-sensitive retinotopic maps in areas V2 and V3[ 30-32]. In this vein, Park et al.
[33] argues that the human visual system tends to detect both general aography and aography changes, with sensitivity exceeding most other visual properties (approximately [34]). While such an account deviates from the original conception of TCM, these results show the possible existence of low-level, emotionless cognitive neurostrate
of nonsymbolic digital cosexisting. The combination of symbolic digital knowledge is supported verbally and nonsymbolic preverbal intensity performances form the basis of typical digital skills, as reflected in the Triple Code Model [4, 5, 24, 35, 36]. Previous research in line with TCM has identified diphthusis corresponding to three digital
formats, showing the functional and neurological diversity of these codes. The case for di secesions between non-transgender and verbal representations was examined by Jefferies, Bateman, and Lambon Ralph,[37] who argued that a patient with semantic dementia (due to left temporal lobe atrophy) could still master the relative
largeness of Arabic numbers and dotted plaques. However, the patient's verbal production and awareness of digital language declined, showing separate functional substrates for the three codes. Similar results were obtained for visually impaired Arabic representation, while saving both nonsymbolic and verbal representations. The fact
that young children learn to link verbal number words in good numbers before understanding the arabic symbols written[39] similarly suggests that verbal and image codes differ functionally. Such apparent di separation is far from the norm, as seen in patients[15] of Dehaene, Mr. M, who suffered damage to the lower right cortex.
Interestingly, Mr. M was able to easily read Arabic numbers and digits, but was loss of ability to compare and distinguish number sizes, severe difficulty in establishing the nearest number to a certain number, unable to perform tasks plus or minus above the opportunity level, but was able to perform a ao-on-specific non-conversion
intensity stimuli; such as splitting balls between fictional characters. Examples of complex diphthution between symbolic and non-transformative digital skills, some of which involve aotic activities, show the need for further study of the behavioral characteristics and neurostrategic substrates of the Triple Code Model. Recent studies have
increasingly debated the existence of a functionally distinct neural correlation of visual Arabic code: The Visual Number Form Area (VNFA). Although the location and specific existence of VNFA remains controversial,[36] intracranial electrocephalography (EEG)[40] and evidence-based fMRI[41] show that the right-tailed fusiformy orbiter
responds only to Arabic digits. , spreading the inferior and superior parts of the gyrus of inferior time (ITG). These distinct results may be partly due to a decrease in normal fMRI signals in parts of the occipito-temporal cortex of the abdomen and ITG[40,43]. Price and Ansari[36] found that passive viewing of Arabic digits elicited activation
in the left abdominal angle icing (AG), given that this position is a more relevant neural correlation of visual number processing than the purported abdominal current VNFA. Therefore, a consistent position of VNFA has not been established to date, although the most recent evidence largely converges on the appropriate ITG as an
important area for processing visual numbers. While recent studies have increasingly shown the involvement of many regional regions in the processing of Arabic numbers[22, 44], the regular use of Arabic digits may support the development of a functional area dedicated to such stimuli in ontogeny (cf. [42]); like the existence of a form
area from the visual despite the recent evolution of written communication[45, 46]. TCM's modular assumptions are particularly relevant to the separation and functional dedication of Arabic code[4], and while this approach may be outdated compared to recent evidence[44], we find it important to closely follow the model's predictions when
evaluating its neurostrate. The neural correlation of verbal word codes is primarily identified in the left hemisphere language region. Schmithorst and Douglas Brown[35] provide evidence of verbal code in inferior front gyrus (IFG), and throughout the perisylvian language network: including supramarginal gyrus (SMG), middle-time gyrus
(MTG), and advanced time gyrus (STG). Dehaene al. [24] further identifies the left AG as a central component of the verbal number word code, with the frequency of ag connection detection with general verbal processing and verbal memory; especially angology events such as rote man-made. In Dehaene and Cohen's account of the
Triple Code Model, two roadmaps for processing verbal number words have been proposed: a direct route to access rote verbal athology knowledge, primarily related to the left AG and the left cortico-subcortical loop (x. [24]), and an indirect route used when rote memory is unavailable (e.g. in the left cortico-subcortical loop (x. [24]), and
an indirect route used when rote memory is unavailable (e.g. in the left subtraction problem). The indirect route, in line with Schmithorst and Douglas Brown,[35] primarily targeted the perisylvian language network and the inferior cerebral cortex. In a recent structural survey of the Triple Code Model, Klein et al. [7] found a verbally mediated
digital path extending from the retro-splenial cortex to the prerenal cortex (VMPFC) through the abdominal line, with structural connections to AG, MTG, and the hippocampus. These findings show that the neural correlation of code from verbal numbers is consistent in literature, with areas of interest mostly limited to the left AG and left
perisylvian language network, IFG, as well as VMPFC. IPS has been tied to the handling of comparative intensity judgments in areas outside of digital perception, such as s space and time processing[48], showing the existence of a shared and partly overlapping network for processing overall number and strength. In this vein, it seems
that digital perception is served by a minimal fronto-parietal network involving IPS, peak lobes (SPL), advanced frontal gyrus (SFG), middle frontal gyrus (MFG), additional motor area (SMA), and an anebethic cingulate cortex (ACC). Such results challenge the former's predominant focus on the lobe and IPS on digital perception[51, 52],
and show the need for systematic investigation of neural correlations related to the Triple Code Model. To this end, we have developed an fMRI model that includes tasks related to all three codes. A whole-brain voxel-wise analysis has been performed to investigate how the brain handles digital information and performs digital
discrimination for Arabic numbers, from verbal numbers, and similar nonsymbolic dot arrays. A combined analysis was then performed to investigate whether the fronto-parietal network purportedly underlying digital perception[44] was exploited in all test tasks, and to the extent that some functional areas overlapped. We anticipate that
functional and ssothetic neural populations govern the representation of the three codes introduced in the Triple Code Model[ 4]. Specifically, we anticipate that the image representation of the number (e.g. 3) increases the LEVEL of BOLD signal (Oxygen level dependence in the blood) in the visual number form area (VNFA) at the correct
ITG. In line with the results of Schmithorst and Douglas Brown[35], Dehaene et al.[24], and TCM, we are expected to find that verbal representation of numbers (e.g. three) increases BOLD signal levels in left perisylvian language areas (mainly SMG, IFG, MTG, STG). We anticipate that similar non-transforming intensity performances
(e.g., •••) increase bold signal levels in the bilateral horizontal segment of the intraparietal sulcus (hIPS; to see [24, 52]). Finally, we anticipate that IPS will display consistent activation across all tasks, with its role in styling the styling of symbolic number formats and comparative number operations[4,24]. Atlas-based Area of Interest (ROI)
analyses performed for each hypothetical field, based on the probability map in the SPM Anatomical Toolbox[53] if any. Fifty-four right-handed, healthy adult students (ages 18-33) were recruited from Linköping University. None of the recruited participants had evidence or a history of drug abuse or neurological disease. All participants had
normal or adjusted vision and normal color vision. None of the participants had any documentation or self-reported mathematical difficulties and performed on opportunities on behavioral mathematical tasks, such as fluency angology (i.e. quick and accurate resolution of athology problems). Written approval of the notice has been obtained
from each participant, in accordance with the conditions for approval of the study presented by the Swedish Central Ethical Assessment Council (as approved by the Regional Ethics Review Board in Linköping, Sweden; study approval number: 2017/103-31). After motion editing and rearra sorting, six motion recesss were included in the
level one design matrix for each individual. Eight participants were excluded from further analyses due to excessive head movement (motion greater than 4 mm along any axis). The final specimen consisted of 46 individuals (20 males and 26 females; Average age = 23.83, SD = 3.28). Three experimental tasks, one control mission, and
two non-related tasks were performed in astringence in six test blocks, repeating for a total of six cycles. A blocked design interspersed with a fixed task command was used to maximize the frequency of contrast (i.e. minimizing the time between similar tasks), due to the large number of tasks included, as recommended by Henson. Pairs
of distant and near numbers are interspersed in every other block cycle (see Figure 1 for an overview of the related tasks that are in the fMRI model). A 12-second rest period is administered at the end of each block, to return the hemodynamic reaction to the basic level. All tasks featured 14 tests per block, each of which was presented
for a total of 4000 ms (including fixed cue, stimulus presentation, and reaction window) and the result was a 56-second block time. Each block is led by a short guide screen (2 seconds), which shows the start and purpose of the following task. The MRI protocol lasts a total of 55 minutes. SuperLab 5 (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA,
USA) is used to manage all tasks, and is used to record reaction time and accuracy data for each participant. Mission feedback is collected using a Lumina response pad (Cedrus Corporation, San Pedro, CA, USA). Participants were instructed to use the buttons below their right and middle indexes to show their reactions, corresponding
to the left and right feedback options on the screen. All stimulant materials were presented visually, using a pair of VisuaStimDigital video glasses (Resonance Technology Inc., Northridge, CA, USA) placed directly on each participant's eyes. Calibrated lenses are used as needed. Each cycle of blocks is started by the Arabic digit
comparison task, followed by the task of comparing verbal numbers, nonsymbolic intensity comparison tasks, and ending with control tasks. The level of difficulty task parameters is rotated for each such cycle. Two additional tasks, focusing on subjective assessment of risks associated with various activities, according to the control task.
We do not expect that these tasks, with their similarities to experimental tasks in both stimulating and responsive presentation requirements (i.e. the consistent choice of a larger alternative, whether in terms of higher cardinal values or more dangerous activities) , will interfere with the results of the tasks related to the test. These tasks are
not related to current research and will be detailed elsewhere. Two longer rest periods are set after blocks 2 and 4 cycles, lasting about six and ten minutes respectively. The first stage of the rest featured diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data collection, while the second phase of the rest featured fMRI data collection resting state. We don't
expect these respite periods to significantly affect the results of experimental tasks, as participants are offered the opportunity to recover and regain focus after completing some testing. For additional tasks, these data will be detailed elsewhere. Previous research has shown that increased difficulty in number discrimination is consistent
with the distance effect, which increases response times and reduces response accuracy for tightly spaced numbers (e.g., 5 vs. 6), especially for large number pairs (e.g. 8 vs. 9) [15]. This effect has also been shown to apply in non-transforming intensity, where a smaller proportion between two set of objects (e.g. 3:4) leads to a more
taxable discriminatory task for larger proportions (e.g., 1:2). To control task difficulty, we've set up a parameters design where all test tasks have conditions that are close in number (e.g. 5 vs 6) and distant (e.g. 3 vs 7) pairs of stimuli, corresponding to difficult and easy conditions for each task. Statistical [Close &gt; Distant] contrast is set
for each test task, with the aim of assessing potential differences related to difficulty in the involvement of number-related brain areas. The task of comparing characteristic Arabic digits horizontally presents pairs of unique Arabic digits, and asks participants to select larger digits by pressing a corresponding button on the response pad.
During the experimental one-block process, participants were asked to make 14 such rulings. Each test was pre-performed by a fixed cross, shown for 500 ms, after which a pair of Arabic digits was presented for 2000 ms. A feedback screen followed for 1500 ms, where participants received no response to their feedback. Two number



distances were used to take into account distant tests (4-5; e.g. 3 vs. 7) and near (1-2; e.g. 4 vs. 5), which were alternating for each block. The task of comparing characteristic verbal numbers horizontally presents pairs of verbal numbers, each representing a number in a single digit range (e.g. three vs. seven). Participants were asked to
choose from larger numbers, specified by pressing a corresponding button on the feedback keyboard, for each experiment within a test block. A fixed cross was presented to 500 ms, followed by a pair of verbal number words presented to 2000 ms. Each experiment ended with a 1500 ms feedback screen, where participants received no
response to their feedback. Two number distances were used to represent differences in difficult tasks: 4-5 (remote testing; e.g. three vs. seven) and 1-2 (close test; e.g. five versus six). Difficult tasks are rotated for each block. The task of comparing nonsymbolic intensity was adjusted from Halberda et al. Participants were asked to
distinguish between two blue and yellow dots (a total of 8-26 dots) that were split horizontally (i.e. non-overlapping). For each of the 14 experiments in a block, participants were instructed to select the most dots by pressing the corresponding left or right button on the feedback keyboard. To control the influence of surface area in the
number estimate, half of all tests have a surface area that accumulates balance with dots (i.e. cumulative surface area and quantity The effect of cumulative surface area on angology estimates is controversial[56], although recent experimental evidence has increasingly shown that the number of objects that form a cognitive signal stands
out more than the cumulative surface area. In this vein, DeWind and colleagues[34] modeled performance on tasks that compared non-conversion intensity by adjusting the size, distance, and angology of the dot array as orthostatic dimensions, to individually manipulate each of these dimensions and measure their effect on the
participant's number selection behavior. These features are said to be mutually dependent, since the number changes between two sets of dots in an array necessarily determine both the distance between the centers of individual dots (depending on the dot size) and the distance between the set of dots (depending on the distance of a
specific number presented in a fixed size). However, to investigate whether the mea meast itself is the driving factor behind the number discrimination, these three dimensions have been manipulated throughout the available parameters space to tease out the influence of each such size. While non-numbered stimulation features were
observed to influence angology discrimination performance, the majority of participants relied on angology as the main visual suggestion in their choice behavior. Each test begins with a fixed cross of 500 ms, followed by two arrays of stimulating dots presented for 2000 ms. Each experiment ended with a 1500 ms feedback screen, where
participants received no response to their feedback. Two number ratios were used to represent differences in task difficulty: 1:2 (remote experiment; e.g. 12 vs. 24 dots) and 4:3 (close test; e.g. 10 vs. 13 dots). A discriminatory mail case task has been used as a basic control task for all test conditions, featured at the end of each cycle of
the block. Two letters are presented horizontally, where one letter is printed in capital letters and the other is printed in lowercase letters (e.g. A vs. f). Participants were asked to select capital letters in each of the 14 experiments in a block, which means that the task controls in the same presentation format and requires feedback as the
test tasks. A fixed cross was presented to 500 ms at the start of each test, followed by a stimulating 2000 ms presentation. Each test ends with a 1500 ms-length reactor screen. Participants responded by pressing the corresponding right or left button on the feedback keyboard and received no responses about their responses. Note that
this task is superficially similar to previous experimental tasks, such as the teaching language, Swedish, which is customily referring to capital letters as big and lowercase letters are small letters. We do not expect to interfere with the operating patterns for the task compares control digits and Arabic digits, as previous research indicates
the existence of diathing function zones for a letter (Visual Word Form Area) and some processing (Visual Number Form Area) in the left fusiform gyrus [40, 43, 45, 58, 59]. The Visual Word Form area has always been observed to encode in variable single and lowercase letters, with differences in activation only available for letter and
word strings. The fMRI experiment was carried out at the Medical Visual and Visual Center (CMIV), Linköping University. A Siemens Magnetom Prisma 3.0 T MRI scanner, equipped with twenty-channel head coil, is used to collect data. Forty-eight slices are 3.0 x 3.0 x 3.0 mm thick with an in-flight resolution of 3.0 mm isometres and no
distance is used. High-resolution structural scanning was performed using the T1 weighted pulse order (TR = 2300.0 ms, TE = 2.36 ms, flip = 8 °, slice thickness = 0.90 x 0.90 x 0.90 mm, slice number = 208) per participant prior to acquisition scanning function, to support localization and co-registration during data processing. The BOLD-
sensitive Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) Pulse Order (EPI) T2*-weighting ascending Echo Planar Imaging (EPI) has been used to get a full brain function scan (TR = 1340.0 ms, TE = 30.0 ms, flip = 69°). Analysis of general pre-linear and linear modeling (GLM) is performed using SPM8 (Department of Cognitive Neurosymology, London, UK).
Functional images that have been moved are edited by rearranging and by reference to the average image. Co-registration is performed with segmented anatomical images. Image smoothing is done using a Gaussian nucleus of 8 x 8 x 8 mm in full width at half-maximum (FWHM), and normalized using the default gray matter probability
sample in MNI (Montreal Neurological Institute) space. We originally intended to use a threshold that made sense setting of p = .05 with home error correction (FWE) for all contrasts. However, due to the statistical strength achieved by our participant sample, we chose the FWE threshold of p=.01 to increase ss space specificity if possible.
In the event that the active cluster suprathreshold is not found at p=0.01 or.05 FWE repair level, a p threshold = .001 uncorrected is used. For these analyses, the results should be considered with caution and remain to be verified in future studies. A full VOXEL-wise BOLD analysis was performed for each topic and task, in which each
test condition contrasted with control conditions and corresponded [Close &gt; Distant] (i.e. comparing parameters) contrasting tasks. Level 2 random effect analysis with the FWE p = 0.01 threshold is performed to report group-level results. Degree of tissue overlap BOLD operations for all test tasks evaluated with a (null) analysis for both
task control contrast and contrast [Close &gt; Distant], performed using the FWE threshold of p = 0.05. Individual parameters contrast analyses performed with the meaning threshold p = 0.001 have not been edited. Atlas-based ROI analysis is performed at the voxel-grade FWE threshold of p&amp;lt; 0.05 for all areas present in our
hypothesis (e.g. IPS, RIGHT ITG, left SMG, IFG, MTG, and STG), using a probability map that is trivial in the SPM Anatomical Toolbox[53]. In the event that there are no areas of interest based on atlas, we selected seed regions based on previous research (individual summaries for each ROI analysis available in the Results section). It
should be noted that single voxel activation clusters have been included as meaningful operating patterns in the result description. Such results are often an uncommon appearance when the FWE threshold is applied, especially the analysis of second-level random effects at the group level, since this method of adjustment is very
conservative and has been argued to promote false negative inflation (i.e. type II) leading to the fMRI study. This is especially true at the p&lt; .01 FWE adjustment threshold (although p&lt; .05 FWE does not mean the liberal threshold), which is even more conservative if paired with a minimum cluster size threshold of 20 voxels. Adding to
this point, it can be argued that the lack of cluster size thresholds in this study promoted some degree of false positive results (i.e. type I), but this decision was made so as not to bias the results against large effects at a smaller cost - potentially interesting - operating patterns. Consider, for example, the small s space level of the
anatomical sub-division hIP3 in the intraparietal sulcus, which consists of a range of 0.1102% (SD = ± 0.0675%) total brain volume [63]. Therefore, the specific localized effects in this area are necessarily small at the level of space and inso can not be distinguished from the ambient noise when subjected to both the FWE threshold and
cluster size, which strongly promotes the decision to use a single method of adjustment. As a final note, the risk of false positive results is significantly mitigated by the fact that such results do not tend to exist attempts at meta-analysis and replication, while the omission of false negative results prevents the examination of the principle of
potentially important neurostrates; regardless of their level of space (see [62]). Behavior data was collected for 44 of the 46 participants included in the study. Reaction time (RTs) and accuracy for each test task were analyzed using two separate bonferroni repairs that repeated erroneous analysis measures (ANOVA), and post-hoc
evaluations with Bonferroni-repair pairs of T-sample samples. A summary of the behavior results can be found in Tables 1 and S1 A significant difference in reaction time on the mission was found, F(3.93, 169.18) = 9.99, p &lt; 0.001, θ2p = 0.19. Nine pairs of T-test samples were performed for each control and contrasting parameters task
in cross-condition comparison, to investigate these effects. After adjusting Bonferroni, significant differences in reaction time were found to compare parameters of Arabic tasks, t(43) = 3.94, p &lt; 0.001; verbal tasks, t(43) = 2.58, p &lt; 0.001; and nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) = -1.50, p = 0.01. Cross-condition comparisons show significant
differences in reaction time between Arabic [Distant] and nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) = -1.02, p = 0.03; verbal and non-mission [Remote], t(43) = -0.91, p = 0.04; tasks [Close] Arabic and words, t(43) = -1.90, p = 0.007; arabic and unm variant [Close] tasks, t(43) = -6.48, p &amp; lt; 0.001; and tasks [Close] verbally and nonsymbolic, t(43) = -
5.01, p &lt; 0.001. Six T-test pairing samples were used to compare the reaction time of the test mission to the control task. Significant differences were found for the [distant] Arabic test, t(43) = 1.68, p = 0.02; verbal tests [Distant], t(43) = 1.85, p = 0.01; non-embolism tests [Distant], t(43) = 2.46, p = 0.003; Arabic tests [Close], t(43) = -
2.45, p = 0.003; and nonsymbolic [Close] tests, t(43) = 3.47, p &amp; lt; 0.001. A repeat ANOVA measures also illustrate a significant difference in responsive accuracy on tasks, F(3.61, 155.09) = 10.88, p &amp; lt; 0.001, θ2p = 0.20. Post-hoc analysis is performed using nine t-test pairing samples for each mission that controls and
contrasts parameters. After adjusting Bonferroni, significant differences in reaction accuracy were found to compare parameters of arabic tasks, t(43) = 0.70, p = 0.05; verbal tasks, t(43) = 4.37, p &lt; 0.001; and nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) = 6.30, p &lt; 0.001. Cross-condition comparisons show significant differences in reaction time between
Arabic and spoken tasks [Distant], t(43) = -1.58, p = 0.01; [Distant] verbal and nonsymbolic tasks, t(43) = 1.31, p = 0.02; We have to go. Arabic and spoken tasks, t(43) = 0.86, p = 0.04; We have to go. Arabic and nonsymbolic missions, t(43) = 3.09, p &lt; 0.001; and the tasks [Close] verbally and nonsymbolic, t(43) = 3.55, p &lt; 0.001. Six
T-test pairing samples were used to compare the reaction accuracy of the test mission to the control task. Significant differences were found for verbal tests [Distant], t(43) = 3.26, p &amp; lt; 0.001; non-embolism tests [Far] , t(43) = 1.61, p = 0.02; verbal tests [Close], t(43) = -2.10, p = 0.007; and tests [Close] t(43) = -5.15, p &lt; 0.001.
The SPM anatomical toolbox[53] is used to report mission-related probability cell architecture maps for all characteristic contrasts. Comparative analyses of Arabic digits are All relevant Arabic tasks are in contrast to the condition of facility control. Activation patterns associated with the task of comparing Arabic digits (see Table 2 and
Figure 2) are mostly evoked in the carnation and temporal lobes, insula, an anebesite cingulate cortex, advanced frontal gyrus, amygdala and right-angle gyrus (IPS). An area of interest analysis was performed using a 15 mm systly ROI, concentrated at coordinates MNI 56, -47, -18. These coordinates are selected on the basis of the
average of the two commonly cited locations of VNFA (55, -43, -20; 57, -51, -17) [42, 43, 64, 65]. We originally intended to use a syc formation size of 5 mm, as in Park et al.[66], but chose to increase the size to achieve a suprathreshold active cluster. This decision continues to be driven by VNFA's largely inappropriate position in
literature, with potential neurostrates located throughout itg and MTG. Important activity was found at coordinates MNI 42, -46, -17 (cluster size = 2 voxels, Z = 4.30, p = 0.033 at p &lt; 0.05 FWE), located in itg on the right. According to the process of Park and colleagues[66], beta values are extracted from ROI to compare the intensity of
responses between conditions, as a means of investigating whether observation activity can be attributed to the processing of Arabic numbers. Repeated ANOVA illustrated significant differences in average beta values across conditions, F(1.55, 69.77) = 3.69, p = 0.040, θ2p = 0.076. Three bonferroni-repair pairs-t-samples were
performed as a post-hoc analysis, shows a significant difference in beta ROI averages for Arabic and verbal tasks, t(45) = 3.37, p &lt; 0.001, as well as between Arabic and nonsymbolic tasks, t(45) = 1.87 , p = 0.02. These results show that voxel clusters at 42, -46, -17 (MNI) prioritize responses to Arabic digits, and may represent a
possible location of VNFA (see Figure 3). A map-based ROI analysis was performed on bilateral IPS, illustrating important activity in the hIP1 area, located in the front right IPS (MNI: 42, -52, 32, cluster size = 1 voxel, Z = 4.18, p = 0.049 at p &lt; 0.05 FWE). Verbal number comparison analyses are designed to determine task-related
triggers, by collating all relevant verbal tasks with basic control conditions. Activation patterns associated with the task of comparing verbal numbers (see Tables 3 and Figure 4) are primarily evoked in the carnation and temporal lobes, pre maternity, higher and inferior time gyri, an anebecaus cingulate cortex, insula, the hippocampus, the
advanced frontal gyrus, the middle-time gyrus, and the right angle gyrus (IPS). Four analyses of interest were done in line with our hypothesis, targeting poorly frontal adults on the left, gyrus, left supramarginal gyrus, and left temple gyrus. Atlas-based probability maps in the SPM Anatomy Toolbox[53] have been used for IFG (broca area;
areas 44 and 45), STG (area of Wernicke; TE3 anatomy division[67]), and SMG (PF anatomical sub-department, believed to be part of the back synative language processing network[68, 69]). According to the method in Park et al. [66], the 5 mm systly whip is centered around the highest-level MTG trigger cluster defined in contrast
[Verbal &gt; Control]. Significant activity was found in ifg, at coordinates MNI -51, 8, 2 (cluster size = 2 voxels, Z = 4.44, p = 0.019 at p &lt; 0.05 FWE), located in the left rolandic operculum (area 44). The intensity of the beta value response is not comparable between the conditions for this area, as no suprathreshold clusters are found
under other conditions. A concerned analysis of the left MTG activation cluster (concentrated at MNI: -45, -58, 20) shows a critical cluster of 10 voxels (Z = 5.00, p = 0.002 at p &lt; 0.05 FWE). ANOVA repeat measures illustrate a significant difference in average beta values across conditions, F(1.42, 63.99) = 30.30, p &lt; 0.001, θ2p =
0.402. Three pairs of T-test samples were used to investigate this effect further, revealing that the greater reaction intensity of the area was primarily related to arabic and verbal (i.e. symbolic) tasks. A significant difference was found between the average beta ROI value for Arabic and verbal tasks, t(45) = 3.77, p &lt; 0.001; Arabic and
nonsymbolic tasks, t(45) = 6.04, p &lt; 0.001; and verbal and uncont transformation tasks, t(45) = 5.39, p &amp; lt; 0.001 (see Figure 5). Regional analyses of interest focused on PF areas in supramarginal orbiting as well as on the area of Wernicke (TE3) did not prove suprathreshold activation. A map-based ROI analysis was performed
on bilateral IPS, illustrating important activity in the hIP1 area, located in the front right IPS (MNI: 42, -52, 32, cluster size = 2 voxels, Z = 4.37, p = 0.025 at p &lt; 0.05 FWE). Combined analysis (null) on three task control contrasts, [Arabic &gt; Control] ∩ [Verbal &gt; Control] ∩ [Nonsymbolic &gt; Control], is performed to infer trigger
patterns and overlapping paths on the components of Model Code Three (see Tables 6 and Figure 8). Activation patterns are found in the lobes of the carnation, anebeca, middle and later cingulate cingulate cortices, inferior and upper front gyri, advanced time gyrus, insula, amygdala, cerebral hill, and caudate patients. Interverral analysis
(null) on three contrast parameters (i.e. [Close &gt; Distant]; see Table 7) shows consistent activation of the inferior parietal lobe on the left (IPS area). The purpose of this study was to investigate the neural correlations of the Triple Code Model[4] in a fMRI test image, there are tasks target all three codes: Arabic digit comparison, verbal
number comparison, and non-conversion intensity comparison. This approach to digital cognitive research is designed to bridge an important gap in current literature, as the Triple Model is a leading theoretical foundation but is explored in part of the field. We hypothesized that each code would show mission-specific activation patterns, in
line with the independent findings of previous research. We are expected to find activation in the right ITG (Visual Number Form Area) in the Arabic digit comparison task (to consider, see Yeo et al. [42]). A right itg cluster has actually proved active in the task of comparing Arabic digits, and more has been observed to prioritize responses
to Arabic digits versus verbal and nonsymbolic stimuli. However, this pattern of activity was not observed as the highest level activity in the entire brain analysis of Arabic digit comparison tasks, but rather part of a larger cluster (623 voxels) demonstrating peak activity in the right middle time gyrus. For verbal number comparison tasks, we
expect the primary participation of the left perisylvian language areas (SMG, IFG, MTG and STG). While mission-related activity has been elicited in IFG and MTG, we have not observed the activation suprathreshold on the left side of SMG or STG. IPS is expected to be of primary importance to non-conversion intensity comparison tasks
[24, 52, 70], but also works in all other number comparison tasks due to its special status as similar primary neuroses of cognitive numbers [5, 20, 21]. The observed pattern of IPS activity is surprising, as only pre-hIP1 pre-partition permissions have been found to be active in symbolic number comparison tasks, while no suprathreshold
activity was found for nonsymbolic intensity comparison tasks. However, comparing parameters of difficult tasks shows activity in left hIP3 for [Close &gt; Distant] contrast in all test conditions. We also hope that a combined analysis of all mission-related activities will reveal the existence of a fronto-parietal network for digital perception,
mostly implying IPS, SPL, SFG, MFG, SMA, and ACC areas[44, 50]. SPL, SFG and ACC areas were found to be elicited in this analysis, while SMA, IPS, and MFG did not demonstrate suprathreshold activity. In the context of TCM, observation activities highlight an account need for bi-hemispheric participation in all codes. While the
purpose of this study was to assess the neural foundation of digital cosming as expressed by this model, the results indicated that Dehaene and Cohen's[71] functional-anatomical accounts of TCM appear rough and a in contrast to recent evidence. While our hypotheses are consistent with model, the results show an approximate
distribution even of the right and left functional areas on all tasks. Recent research towards functional and structural connectivity analyses increasingly emphasizes the importance of connecting the two hemispheres and the opposite to digital capacity[8,72], showing that the analysis of individual functional areas provides an incomplete
account of digital perception. As will be debated in the following sections, the current results show a minimum need to include visuospatial attention-related functional networks in TCM, to streamline models with contemporary experimental evidence. Arsalidou and Taylor[22] proposed a list of proposed updates to TCM, which have some
areas found in the current study. These functional areas include the right upper front gyrus, the inferior frontal gyrus on the left, the insula (absent in contrast [Nonsymbolic &gt; Control]), the left anebeth cingulate cortex, and the right-angle gyrus (overlapping with the right hIP1 in the current study). These supplements, atetic by current
results, are interesting to the prominent network - tasked with inscating a behavioral response to prominent external stimuli and linking its function to the later apex cortex (PPC; which form the upper and inferior apex lobes) , ventromedial prerenal cortex (VMPFC; part of the default mode network) and dorsolateral pre-frontal cortex
(DLPFC; part of the central operating network)[73] This interaction of functional areas provides a reason to argue that fronto-parietal networks of digital perception cooperate significantly with striking , default mode and central operating network, should be investigated in future studies. Arsalidou and Taylor[22] further recommended include
precentral gyrus and cencephalolyst, which are not identified in contrast control tasks. In light of the need for TCM modifications, we propose additions including 3b primary somatosensory areas and V2 and V3 visual areas. Task-specific activation for arabic digit comparison tasks contrasts with control conditions (at p &lt; .01 FWE
threshold), showing an extended activation pattern throughout the belly and back lines (to consider the two-line hypothesis, see example [74]). Notably, significant activation was found in the early (right hOc2) V2 back steam visual area. Non-conversion intensity processing has recently been argued to begin in the original visual line
following the findings of digitally sensitive retinotopic maps in areas V2 and V3[30, 75], and current results show similar models are strong across all conditions. These results show that not only non-remission intensity manifestations are processed in the initial visual areas, but also a&amp;a&e; expanded the results of Fornaciai et al. [30]
and Roggeman et al. [31] to include three codes of the Triple Code Model. While it may be the case that the visual presentation of stimuli primarily occupies activity in visual areas soon, we expect the same presentation formats to be found in symbolic and controlled tasks to subtract activities related to non-digital visual features. With the
novelty of these results, future research should investigate the involvement of visual areas soon for all further digital representation formats. An analysis of interest was performed in the itg match (at the threshold of p &amp; .05 FWE), which had previously been reported as a likely candidate area for VNFA. Although we deviated from the
precedent set by Park et al.[66] with a three-fold increase in search space, we chose to provide exploration results in light of VNFA's previously inconsistent localization. Mission-related activity for Arabic digits was found at coordinates MNI 42, -46, -17, located in the ITG on the right. Moreover, the comparison of mesothetic estimates for
this cluster under conditions suggests a statistically meaningful interest in Arabic digits, promoting future research into the field as a possible neural correlation of VNFA. Although these coordinates are not according to our knowledge - have been reported in previous VNFA expeditions, they are closely linked to a cluster located at 53, -44,
-12 (MNI) reported by Hannagan et al. [65]. It should be noted that priority response areas for Arab digits have also been found in bilateral MTG, remaining SMG, and IFG, which further illustrates a need to examine the neural correlation of Arabic number processing. to the Number of Arabs in bilateral MTG, while the later also identified
potential neural correlation of VNFA in bilateral ITG. Roux et al. [77] uses direct cortical stimulation to disarm Arabic readings and letter readings (both sentences and number words), finding significant interference for Arabic reading when stimulation is applied to areas predominantly located in SMG, IFG, and TE3 regions bordering on
middle and inferior time gyri. Current research has proven to work in ifg on the left, but not the left SMG and TE3 areas, however should be investigated the possible sites for VNFA. Provided that itg must only demonstrate task-based activity when subjected to an area of interest analysis, but does not serve as an area of highest level
activity in the entire brain analysis, there is a strong case for future research that also considers the interactions of multiple distribution areas as indicated by processing numbers. Such a view is consistent with the observed distribution of activity throughout the brain in current results and may further explain the hemanage of the proposed
locations for VNFA when considered a domain-specific modular system (see[42] for an overview of the proposed functional areas). That is, while prioritizing responses to observable Arab numbers in the currently defined candidate area of the VNFA (coordinates MNI: 42, -46, -17), this does not exclude the need to interact with other
functional areas to distinguish Arab number stimuli. Yeo et al. [42] also follows this line of reasoning when reasoning that VNFA is proposed on the right itg may be part of a larger network of symbol numbers, including adding bilateral IPL, IPS, precuneus, SPL, SFG, ACC and IFG. In line with our hypothesis, a map-based ROI analysis of
IPS (using the AIPS_1-3 probability map in the SPM Anatomy Toolbox[53]) shows consistent activity in the previous area of HIP1. Contrary to our predictions, only IPS must demonstrate activity in the task of comparing Arabic digits, rather than hypothetical bilateral IPS operating model. A recent review by Sokolowski and Ansari[78]
concluded that a growing number of IPS-related studies must be like locus of processing intensity, in line with current results. Ansari and Dhital[79] further found that ips activity was left more strongly correlationd to the distance effect than digital intensity processing in general, which the results of this study also appeared to ate.
Furthermore, Simon et al. [80] identified left-sided IPS as more active in computing tasks than comparing numbers, pointing out that right and left IPS may differ functionally. It should be noted that the analysis of the brain regions for digital perception in children[81] shows the right hemisphere IPS ionity for digital discrimination tasks, while
left IPS activity is evoked by rule-based calculation, effort (approximately [78] , 80]). When considered in parallel with the distance effect, it is possible that functional asymmetry of both intraparietal sulci exists along a continuous automatic effort of cognitive needs. This continuity ranged from more effortless angology to more automated
digital discrimination skills (see Arsalidou et al. [81] for a great presentation of this argument), differing in complexity depending on the relative relative relativeity of comparison numbers. Therefore, the current results can be argued to illustrate that the discrimination of number stimuli closer to the needs is elicited by the digital calculation
tasks (served primarily by IPS on the left), while the distant number stimuli are more dependent on automatic systology processing provided by the right It is recommended that the activation of proprietary observations in ips on the right is a sign of a net effect, in which both levels of discriminatory parameters join the area as a result of
conceptual task similarities, while ips left is only significantly evoked when trial attempts are observed in isolation. The trigger patterns elicited in the amygdala are not predicted, but can be explained as a consequence of subclinical mathematical anxiety (see example [82]). Since current research has no control over mathematical anxiety
measures, this explanation necessarily remains speculate and open to future exploration. Considering, however, angology is most commonly experienced and performed with Arabic number symbols, such stimuli form the possible catalyst of affective negative reactions than fewer contexts that are associated with word numbers and dot
arrays. Task-specific activation for the task of comparing verbal numbers contrasts with control conditions (at the threshold of p &lt; .01 FWE), primarily illustrating hypothetical trigger patterns that extend through the abdominal flow and left perisylvian language areas. As observed for the Arabic digit comparison task, activity has been
identified in the V2 area of the original visual stream, further expanding the discovery of visually supported nonsymbolic intensity processing (see [30-32]) to potentially include symbolic number formats. It will be a task for future research to further address whether number-sensitive neurons in the V2 area respond consistently to often
experienced representation of numbers. In line with our hypothesis and the Triple Code Model[4, 47], the perisylvian language areas left by IFG and MTG have shown significant activation during the verbal number comparison process (at the p&amp;lt; .05 FWE threshold). No activity was identified in the left STG or left SMG, as argued by
Schmithorst and Douglas Brown[35] as well as Dehaene et al.[24], although mission-related activation was found at the right STG. Results linking right STG to verbally mediatord digital perception are scarce, with the dominant view of being left verbal, although some studies have linked the right STG to additional tasks Dehaene et al. [83]
furthermore used a PET-based study to determine increased activation in the right STG when comparing contrast numbers with a human being. Current research identifies similar patterns of activity for Arabic and verbal comparison tasks, showing that the area may play an important role in comparing the number of symbols independent
of the format. Similar to the Arabic digit comparison task, activation of specific tasks is found in the right IPS (hIP1 area). The right HIP1 cluster, observed in both Arabic and verbal number comparison missions, has demonstrated significant overlap pre-pre-pre-partition (PGa) of the right-angle gyrus. It's okay. adjacent areas, this overlap is
not surprising, and the functional connection between these two regions and the ventrolateral pre-frontal cortex (VLPFC) has been established to a significantly greater extent than the adjacent IPS and AG divisions[84] (see also[85] for results showing that the right fronto-parietal connection is significantly stronger in adults). A similar
result can be observed in a recent study by He et al.[86], who argued that a corresponding area (although reported as a temporary fork on the right) demonstrated preference for symbolic Arabic digits, as a result of participation in the abdominal attention system from the bottom up. This explanation fits well with the strong functional
connection between PGa/hIP1 and the right VLPFC, which form the components of this network. In summary, IPS is generally considered part of a top-down back attention system, but it is reasonable that both attention systems - regardless of the specific link of hIP1 - work in parallel (see example [87]). Therefore, PGa involvement in
addition to hIP1 in symbolic number comparison tasks can be a sign of the interaction of attention systems, both in the context of bottom-up perception directly for the small number of symbols (as argued in[86]), as well as a targeted attention process that integrates symbolic performances with number-intensity codes in a top-down way. In
addition to the exclusive STG activities on the right, bilateral MTG activities have been found to be elicited by the task of comparing verbal numbers. The right MTG has previously been observed to be adjusted by the number distance effect for Arabic numbers,[88, 89] but often elicits left-hand activity during the processing of verbal
numbers. However, it may be that the case for bilateral MTG activity found only for the task of comparing verbal numbers is a sign of the need to increase attention to sedative information, as argued by Price et al. [90]. While future studies should consider these predictions further, we hypothesize that the relative uniqueness of visually
presented verbal number words may explain the increased need for attention associated with the explanation of such symbolic number formats. The observed thalamic activity is related to comparisons from verbal numbers related to Dehaene and Cohen's account of TCM. Recent structural analyses of the fronto-parietal digital cognitive
network increasingly debate the existence of projection fibers that link the basic isthleum and ganglia to important gray matter areas related to digital cosexistence. Future research should investigate the involvement of cerebral hills and white matter in general substrates using appropriate targeting methods, such as Tensor Diffusion
Imaging. Enable specific tasks for nonsymbolic intensity comparison tasks that are with controlled conditions (at the threshold of p &amp; .01 FWE), the activation pattern is present mainly in the oerth and an anibesus lobes. In accordance with the previous task, large active clusters were found in the hOc2 (V2) visual area, as well as in
the hOc3v (V3) area. These patterns of activity correspond well to previous research by Fornaciai et al., Roggeman et al., and Cavdaroglu et al. [30–32], supporting the existence of neural populations sensitive to non-digital manifestations in early visual areas. With the activities observed in the hOc2 (V2) area on all contrast control tasks
in this study, we call for future scaling efforts to determine the scope of visual digital perception. No specific special activation is found in IPS (at the p&amp;lt; .05 FWE threshold), although the use of map-based ROI analysis for hIP1-3 bilateral regions. This result not only contradicts our hypothesis, but the majority of studies investigate
the neural correlations of nonsymbolic digital perception (see for example [5,91]). However, the involvement of the original visual areas corresponds well to the previously discussed study of Fornaciai et al. [30] (see also [31, 32, 92]). In this vein, Collins and colleagues[10] argued that non-converting numbers encoded in the subcortical
(prestriate) visual system, given that animals without complex cortical structures (such as homologues of human IPS) could seem to carry out digital discrimination. This statement is evaluated on the experiment, in which a one-eyed, single-point advantage for non-embolism number discrimination has been argued to show the involvement
of processes in the visual area before the V1 center shell area, which occurs before isolated signals from each eye are combined. Although the recent surge in studies implies early visual areas in nonsymbolic number processing, such results are relatively rare. Fornaciai et al. [30] argues that this can be explained using small aographies
in many previous studies, which have been shown to elicit weaker triggers in quantity-sensitive visual areas. Notably, the activity was found to be virtually absent in the subitizing range (i.e. 1-4). These results may explain the involvement of early visual areas in the current study, given that a minimum of 13 dots were presented in each
nonsymbolic trial. It is possible that IPS's involvement in digital discrimination tasks reflects the need for related attention, rather than a systual process of linguistic explanations of numbers per se. The results ate such an account can be found in Cavdaroglu et al. [32], who observed activity in the carnation cortex, but no IPS activity, while
passive viewing of non-converting numbers are presented in a sythythmed way (see also [31]). Conversely, comparing the activity of nonsymbolic and and feedback participation leads to successful performance prediction models, showing that IPS activity is a sign of the process of selecting and comparing feedback. However, note that
the stimulus presentation used by authors differs from the simultaneous presentation format in the current study, and some studies have reported peak activity during simultaneous passive viewing of non-conversion intensity (eg[94, 95]). Taken together, these different results can be argued to show that simultaneous observations of
nonsymbolic number stimulation arrays can, in many cases, lead participants to compare the intensity of numbers despite the lack of such task demands. In our view, such an argument would favor the ips explanation primarily related to processes involving attention, comparison and response, which is reasonable because IPS has been
argued to form part of the back attention system and a functional connection has been specifically established between the hIP1 area (which is related to the tasks symbolism of the current study) and the areas of front abdominal attention. The absence of IPS operations in the task of comparing the minimum nonsymbolic intensity can be
explained in one of two ways. A more complex account may suggest that symbolic angology discrimination, as a learned skill rather than a vulnerable skill, requires higher attention and IPS's continued involvement compared to non-transitional intensity processing , in accordance with previously reported IPS involvement in processes
requiring comparison, reaction selection, and attention resources [32, 84]. Instead, visually median nonsymbolic intensity discrimination is possible without IPS involvement. However, such an account contradicts IPS activity during passive observation of nonsymbolic arrays of intensity – seriously assumptions that lack of tasks require
discouraging participants from comparing the numbers presented. Instead, a more parsimonious account would suggest that the control task, although presented symbolicly, is similarly encrypted as there is no discrimination on the symbolic length in the appropriate IPS; may explain the prevalencity of IPS operations left in comparing
parameters of nonsymbolic tasks, as well as IPS operations that must be common in symbolic tests. Lyons et al. [96] provides evidence in favor of such an explanation, arguments that IPS handles symbolic numbers and does not convert according to different fashions in quality. In a combination of stimulus patterns presented in a series,
participants were asked to specify whether the Arabic number or second non-conversion number matched the first number, where the correlation of activity between similar values across both formats represented (for example, : 3 and •••) at the voxel level will show the similar encryption in bilateral IPS. local. IPS has been found to work
for both tasks, the multi-format correlation is significantly weaker than the correlation in format for both consistent and different numbers, and contrary to correlations in the format – no significant differences were found between the same different correlations. Although it remains to be explored how the differences in encoding of the two
formats represent the possible subtraction of ips operations right in contrast [Nonsymbolic &gt; Control], the upshot of this able is the plausibility of subtracting signals for just one number format , as explained by the difference in encryption at the voxel level for symbolic and nonsymbolic numbers. However, due to the uniqueness of IPS
activity absent during the comparison of phibolic intensity in existing documents (but see[44]), and the relative novelity of theoretical frameworks related to visually medial digital perception, more research is needed on the neurostrates of non-conversion intensity processing. The pattern of activity observed in the IFG on the left was
unexpected, as the area was argued to be part of the symbolic digital processing network. For instance, Roux et al. [77] found that small areas (&lt; 1 cm2) within the left IFG exclusively impaired Arabic number identification and reading during electrocortical stimulation, while both number and task-dissociated words were not impacted.
However, Abboud et al. performed a functional connectivity analysis independently seeded from the VNFA and Visual Word Form Area (VWFA), regressing out the functional connectivity of the opposing region during analysis. A clear dissociation between VNFA activity and left IFG activity was found, indicating that left IFG activity is
exclusively related to activity in the VWFA. These disparate results do not conclusively implicate the left IFG in symbolic number processing, and should be taken with caution as the current study demonstrated consistent left IFG activity across all tasks. Although future research should systematically address the role of the left IFG in
numerosity processing, these results tentatively suggest that activity in this area is indicative of format-independent numerical processing magnitude, and a key component in the fronto-parietal number processing network. The parametric [Close &gt; Distant] contrasts, associated with difficult and easy trials for all conditions, revealed
consistent patterns of activity in the left IPS (hIP3) and left precentral gyrus (at a threshold of p &lt; .001 uncorrected). Additionally, the [Close &gt; Distant] contrast of the nonsymbolic task resulted in activity within area PFt of the left IPL (part of the left SMG [97]). These results provide some outstanding questions regarding ips operations
left over the contrast control tasks. For example, it may be the case that The task has also been handled as a form of intense judgment. Therefore, when control conditions are ignored from the analysis, consistent models of ips operation left are found for all tasks. These results can be explained by the existence of a spiritual alphabet line
representing space, like the mental number line. Support for such a look can be derived from Gevers, Reynvoet, and Fias[98], who have found a singular coding effect for the letters. In a test that measured reaction time with a related order (target directory set before or after O) and an extra-related alphabetical task (negative-negative-
negative), Gevers et al. found that the letter space position of a target letter affects the reaction time left and right , where the initials of the alphabet were answered more quickly by the left hand, and vice versa for the later letters and the right hand. However, Zhao et al. [99] used an ERP study to demonstrate the di secesiation of sy space
order and size, where participants showed a reversible distance effect when learning the singly order of meaningless symbolic stimuli instead of linking them to numbered arrays. These results are in contrast to the findings of Gevers et al.[98], and are therefore difficult to attribut to the lack of IPS activity left in the current study for control
tasks beyond reasonable doubt. However, intensity processing includes many different properties (e.g., brightness and physical size[100]), making it difficult to design a task-related control condition and not interfering with intensity processing. The current results strongly confirm predictions that the left IPS operation primarily represents
the distance effect, while IPS must have specific functions for general intensity processing[78, 79]. Similar results were obtained by Mussolin et al.[101], which argues for the progressive withdrawal of ips left and front areas with increasing age, while IPS must be argued to support sedation representation of the numbers. Extending the
claims presented by the authors, the current results imply that ips left may not be explicitly related to intensity representation, but is involved in cognitive mechanisms that support in digital perception and judgment. The samples of adults involved featured in this study could therefore be argued to reflect the results of Mussolin et al., where
IPS left only to be employed during assumptions of difficulty comparing numbers, while IPS must have been recruited during the time-at least-sedative representation of symbolic numbers. Activity in the left precentral gyrus is common throughout the material on digital perception. While it is often attributed to task needs related to mental
aoology, some studies have involved left precentral gyrus in response selection and counting-related motions [102–104]. Similarly, bilateral supramarginal gyrus (of which the PFt area is a sub-zone) is frequently involved in the actual retrieval of numbers[105] and working memory processes related to the manipulation of digital
information[ 106]. The behavioral results associated with difficult tasks show differences in reaction time and accuracy for different conditions, notably slower response times for Arabic tests and distant words (easy). These results should be viewed with caution in light of the neuro-cognitive results, in good line with previous findings that
showed a distance effect adjusted by activity in the left IPS, where we found that near (difficult) testing– regardless of task-significantly boosted IPS activity left [79]. It should also be noted that, while the difference in reaction time for near and far icon tests exists, the average reaction time is largely consistent in tests while the difference in
IPS activity on the left is more noticeable. A combined analysis of all task control contrasts (at p &amp; .05 FWE threshold) showed that activation models similar to the recently proposed fronto-parietal network of digital perception [44, 50]. Activation has been found to expand SPL, SFG, ACC, MCC, PCC, and primary somatosensory
cortex, adjacent to previously defined SMA critical areas. Contrary to our predictions, no suprathreshold activity has been identified in IPS or MFG, as previous activity is absent from non-conversion intensity comparison tasks, and this activity is only present for arabic number comparison tasks. , as discussed in the previous sections.
Contrary to previous studies, no apparent SMA-related activity was found in this analysis. This result can be explained by recent findings that suggests a greater functional connection between IPS and SMA is appropriate in children with mathematical disabilities[50], while such connections now appear to be weaker than in normal adult
development. Activity in the ane-frontal cingulate cortex (ACC) is a consistent discovery throughout the document on digital perception, involving large processing in both format-dependent and independent contexts. While meta-analysis of Sokolowski et al. [44] did not report ACC involvement in symbolic digital tasks, such active models
were found for all tasks in this study. These results show that the ACC (as well as the middle cingulate cortex) is actually an integral component of the task of number discrimination, but poses questions regarding its functional allocation. Schmithorst and Douglas Brown[35] acc together with the pre-forehead areas - is key in the selection
and proper order of Irritating, Dehaene and Cohen's expansion[47] suggested direct and indirect routes of digital processing. This explanation is reasonable, which is observed to be active in the pre-forehead areas SFG and IFG. [22] The combined analysis also highlighted activity in insula, along with the IDENTIFIED ACC which played
an important role in targeted behavior and specific tasks. It should be noted that this explanation contradicts the findings of Sokolowski et al. [44] on at least two accounts, since the authors only report insula activity in non-transformative conditions and argue that ACC activity represents the processing of independent intensity on demand.
However, because acc activity is persistent across all tasks, we suggest that this may actually be a sign of the task needs associated with, for example, conflict processing (e.g., on sing-number unreasonableness [107]) and attention control processes that are specifically elicited by the cognitive needs associated with number processing
(e.g. : [108, 109]). Although it is reasonable that the fronto-parietal reporting activity model represents an independent demand number processing network, future research should investigate whether this network should also account for components directly related to digital and attentional task needs. A consistent discovery throughout
previous analyses was covering early visual areas. [30] The combined analysis showed activity in the retinal terrain areas hOc1 (V1), hOc2 (V2) and dorsal hOc3d (V3), further attriating the existence of the number-sensitive time-carnation terrain[75] and sensitivity to independent digital information formatted in the original visual areas.
Finally, the combined analysis of further control tasks illustrates activity in the limbic system, including the hippocampus, the hippocampus, and the base ganglia. Recent studies have argued that the functional connection between the structures of the limbic system and the neo-receding areas accurately predicts a number learning[8],
showing its importance in the digital processing network as well as for the reception and deployment of digital cognitive abilities. It should be noted that Dehaene and Cohen's account of TCM is primarily related to the left graph, as part of the loop under the left aortic, while the current results highlight the consistent involvement of the right
thalamus hill in the tasks. Right-brained activity is often associated with aography-based tasks in literature (e.g., [22]), although the likely activity observed in the current study reflects the need for finger-mediator reactions. Due to the connection between the main somatosensory region 3b (associated with finger stimulation; e.g.[110]) and
the hethrthic isthrhusccal as part of the motor loop – through regions of white matter fibers[8], the operation of these two fields in tasks can be a feasible link with the preparation and implementation of the response. It may also be the case that this pattern of activity reflects targeted finger counting strategies[111], although this explanation
does not appear to require a clear count. According to this model of motor activity in the basic ganglion, bilateral activity is also determined in the nucleus of the nucleus. TCM argues for a role of the caudate nucleus left in the actual retrieval athology rote[22, 71] (as part of the cortico-subcortical loop used to directly access verbal
angology knowledge[47]), while Arsalidou and Taylor[22] have argued that caudate kernels must be deployed to the bottom-up order , stimulates the direction of digital and top-down information, aiming to direct the calculation procedures in the athology task. [51] Caudate activity must be further associated with rule-based genre learning,
[112] a digital gap effect in tasks that compare symbolic intensity in children,[51] and fantasy advocacy actions. While such results strongly show the caudate nucleus's involvement in angology activities (considering that angology is rule-based, complex, and beneficially supported by finger counting), the prevalence of activity in this area is
demonstrated by current results that may instead imply the important role of a dynamic loop hemisphere muscles must be in the process of performing the reaction. However, considering that the caudate nucleus is primarily observed in angology-based tasks in the document (e.g. [22, 71, 114]), the exact role of this region, and the
operational model described for the limbic system in general – requires further investigation. A combined analysis of the contrast parameters (at the threshold p &lt; .05 FWE) determined the common involvement of ips left (hIP3 area), further strengthening the candidates that such activity illustrates a distance and related effect, the task
demand increases. As mentioned earlier, the s space level of this cluster (1 voxel) is surprising given the conservative statistical threshold applied during the analysis. It seems unlikely that such (and similar) results are entirely false positives, theoretically supported for left-wing hIP3 activity throughout the document (for a child set of
studies including IPS in such detail, see examples [7, 29, 42, 72, 115, 116]). We identified three main limitations of this study, which may have affected the results and the validity of the results. First, the design of the test conditions requires a long MRI protocol (55 minutes). This decision has practical consequences of separating similar
tasks for a relatively large period of time. This has been mitigated by using a fixed task command, thus minimizing elapsed time similar tasks (about [54]), but may have been diminished by using an experimental design that involves faster events. However, the use of the blocked design is positive for future investigations of task-based
functional connectivity (see eg[115]). Secondly, the use of a single control task for three codes may have caused the absence of IPS operations in nonsymbolic intensity comparison tasks. Since IPS operations are common throughout the document on nonsymbolic intensity comparisons (e.g. [24, 52]), it may be the case as previously
discussed–that current control tasks are encoded similar to nonsymbolic intensity discrimination in IPS than in corresponding symbolic tasks , thus causing an active minus (cf. [96]). Future studies may benefit from investigating whether a nonsymbolic control task in accordance with the format produces more theoretically supported
results. Finally, a third potential limitation is the lack of cluster size thresholds in addition to the applicable FWE adjustment. Although this has been discussed at a previous length (see fMRI data analysis), it should be noted that we have chosen mistakes on the cautious side to minimize the risk of false negative results. Efforts to
investigate the neurostrates of the entire Triple Code Model should attempt to provide the most detailed account possible, to facilitate the exploration of relevant areas and functional networks in the future. Therefore, we think it is important to take into into mind the effects that may be smaller at the sing space level, but potentially
important. The fact that the majority of these smaller clusters fit well with previous documents further supports this approach, and future studies as well as synthetic analyses will serve to exclude potential false-positive performance patterns (app to about [62]). The results of the current study suggest that the need for further investigation of
bilateral operating patterns is elicited for all codes, contrary to the original concept of the module and the functional side of the Triple Code Model[ 47, 71]. Functionally complex and overlapping activation models related to digital discrimination tasks show the need to move on to functional and structural network-level analysis, using
methods such as task-based functional connectivity analysis and resting state, and investigation of structural anatomical brain networks using methods such as Diffusion Tensor Imaging. Moreover, these methods can provide novel insights into collaboration between functional networks that enable emerging digital and image perceptions
of highlights, default modes, fronto-parietal, attentional, and central operating networks (for an overview of recent advances , see [117]). It has recently been proven that individuals show more flexibility in switching between and default network mode, in both rest-state and and fMRI, which also tends to perform with greater acuity on tasks
that require cognitive flexibility, such as Stroop tasks (see for example [118]). Fronto-parietal networks are also involved in many cognitive functions, such as action emulation, ss space attention, working memory, and decision-making; suggests that this domain-sharing network hosts a lot of skills needed to support digital processing. It will
be an interesting task for future research to investigate how these networks overlap, differ, and collaborate to enable digital perception. In this study, we evaluated the Triple Code Model for Digital Co perception [4, 47, 71] and neurostrate substances that conserve visual Arabic digital forms, frames from verbal hearing, and similar non-
converted intensity representation codes. Although the model to a certain extent - accurately predicts the functional dilyting substrates associated with each code, emerging images of a complex fronto-parietal network and overlapping functions of digital perception call for revision of principles and expansion of TCM. In line with recent
research suggesting the existence of a fronto-parietal network for number processing[44], a combined analysis across all test tasks illustrates potential neurostrates in SPL, SFG, IFG, MCC, ACC, and limbic systems. These additions are closely in line with an updated account of TCM, as suggested by Arsalidou and Taylor. Although we
were unable to localize the Visual Number Form Area in accordance with previously reported cell architecture coordinates, we identified a cluster with preferred responses to Arab numbers in the appropriate ITG (although its peak is located in a larger cluster spread over the MTG on the right) , as evidenced by previous research. It is
recommended that future studies investigate this particular cluster, as well as the role of gyri ahead between time and the inferior left in processing Arabic numbers (see [76, 77]). However, future studies should also consider the possibility of processing Arab numbers that are not served by single functional regions, but as vnfa candidate
areas identified that may be part of a larger network of regions that show selectily for such stimuli. After previous research, we identified neurostrate substances associated with verbal digital text processing in the left perisylvian language areas[35], with notable exceptions being STG and SMG on the left. The search for appropriate STG
activity in relation to the task of verbal discrimination demonstrates the importance of this region to comparing the number of symbols independent of the format[83], as evidenced by its popularity for both Arabic and verbal stimuli. Along with appropriate STG activity, we have observed activity in areas usually associated with calculated
tasks, such as nuclear and gyrus centers [22, 71, 102-104]. These results show the importance of further evaluating the role of functional substrates and the specificity of their purpose for calculated tasks and digital discrimination. The exclusive presence of IPS operations must be in symbolic digital tasks that poses an interesting
challenge to previous research (see example[22]), and may imply the existence of non-image-converting intensity processing in adult populations[ 30-32]. Neurological correlations of nonsymbolic intensity discrimination have been observed in the V2 and V3 visual areas, while only remaining IPS activity was found when contrast testing
putatively difficult and easy, as explained by the distance effect. We argue that the large participant samples featured in this study, as well as the use of contrast parameters to clearly define separate operating patterns, provided a solid foundation for further structural and functional analysis of neural substrates related to the Triple Code
Model. It is recommended that future studies try to reproduce these results and detail the functional characteristics of components associated with the Triple Code Model, which may provide insight into neurocosming defects such as Dyscalculia development. Significant differences in response time and response accuracy are illustrated in
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